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We discuss a class of deformations of the inhomogeneous classical algebras im [k(n) G;l k(m)] to 
k (n,m) for I .;; m .;; n. This generalizes the previously known expansions i k(n) ~ k(n, U. As the 
title indicates, this is done explicitly for the orthogonal, unitary, and symplectic cases. We construct 
the corresponding deformed groups K (n ,m) as multiplier representations on the space of functions 
over the rank m coset space K(n -m)\K(n). This method allows us to build a principal series of 
unitary representations of K (n ,m). The contractions of the deformed algebras and groups are 
considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concepts of expansion and deformation of a Lie 
algebra are being actively developed in the mathematical 
physics literature. The motivation in studying this sub
ject is twofold: first, it is, loosely speaking, the in
verse of contraction and second, it allows one to build 
dynamical algebras for systems whose symmetry alge
bras are realized as a set of operators acting on a de
finite homogeneous space. 

The first deformations treated were iso(n)=>so(n,1),1 
i[u(n)eu(1)] => u(n, 1),2 and i[sp(n)e sp(1)] => sp(n, 1),3 
and their noncompact versions, 4 which constitute a fam
ily shown by Gilmore5 to have a rank 1 coset space in 
the Cartan decomposition. 6 These deformations were 
constructed by the use of an algorithm in which the non
compact generators are produced by commuting the 
Casimir operator of a classical algebra with an element 
of a normal Abelian algebra transforming as a vector
a rank 1 tensor. A second family was treated in Ref. 7, 
which uses the algorithm with an Abelian algebra trans
forming as a second-rank symmetric tensor under the 
classical algebra. This produced the deformations of 
representations of i 2so=> sl(n,JR), i~(n)eu(1)=>sl(n,CC) 
eu(1), and i~p(n)esp(1)=> sl(n,Q)esp(1), which can 
only be realized on a rank 1 homogeneous space. As an 
example, for the hydrogen atom system where the sym
metry algebra is so (4) and the homogeneous space is the 
3-sphere projected out of momentum space, the first 
kind of deformation yields so(4, 1)8 as a dynamical alge
bra while the second kind yields sl (4,JR). 9 

In Sec. II we show that the first family of deformations 
can be generaliZed by considering an Abelian ideal trans
forming as a set of m orthogonal vectors and gives rise 
to the deformations 10 im[so(n)EBso(m)]=>so(n,m), 
im[u(n) EB u(m}] => u(n, m), and im[sp(n)EB sp(m)]=> sp (n, m). 
We will see that the set of vectors x~ forming the 
Abelian ideal is also isomorphic to the rank m homo
geneous spaces, respectively, SO(n - m)\SO(n), 
U(n - m)\ U(n), and Sp(n - m)\Sp(n) for 1.,; m"; n, and con
tains the first family mentioned for the special case m 

= 1. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the 
first application of the above deformation algorithm to 
coset spaces of rank greater than one. A quite different 
expanSion, however, has been given by Mukunda. 11 

Corresponding to deformations of Lie algebra repre
sentations there are deformations of representations of 
the Lie groups12 which gives rise to multiplier repre
sentations of the type developed by Bargmann13 and 
Gel 'fand and collaborators, 14 and generalized by 
Mackey. 15 The deformations ISO(n) => SO(n, 1 )16 and 
IU(n)0 U(I) => U(n, 1)17 realized as multiplier represen
tations on the real and complex spheres have been used 
to find the unitary irreducible representation (UIR) ma
trix elements of the principal series of the SO(n, 1) and 
U(n, 1) groups and have also been applied to the supple
mentary series1B of the former. This method has been 
further used to develop a complete solution to the "miss
ing label" problem in the noncanonical chain reduction 
SO(n, 1)::) SO(1, 1)0 SO(n _1).19 The corresponding group 
representations for the second family of deformations 
has also been developed. 7 

In Sec. ill we carry the deformation over to the cor
responding groups and study the "nonrigid" action of the 
deformed group on the rank m homogeneous spaces, and 
show that one can thus obtain a principal series of UIRs 
of the deformed group. In Sec. IV we touch upon the in
verse problem of contraction. 20 

II. DEFORMATIONS OF THE CLASSICAL ALGEBRAS 

A. General construction 

Consider the classical Lie algebra k(n), which can be 
so(n), u(n), or sp(n), the metric-preserving algebra of 
the sphere S~1 on a field IF, i. e., the real JR, complex 
.CC or quaternionic Q fields, respectively, given by x".x". * 
-= 1, where the asterisk * stands for the involutive auto
morphism of the field, identity for JR, complex conjuga
tion for CC and quaternionic conjugation for Q. Summa
tion over repeated indices is implied and all middle 
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Greek letters range from 1 to n. The dimension of S:;-1 
is n dim IF - 1. Let the index w range over the corre
sponding components of the field IF, 1. e., w:= 0 for 1R, 
w = 0,1 for <I:, and w = 0,1,2,3 for Q. The n dim IF quan
tities xI" w transform as the components of a vector un
der commutation with the elements M~v of k(n) and can 
be adjoined to them to construct the inhomogeneous clas
sical algebra ik(n), semidirect sum of k(n) with an 
[n dim IF]-dimensional Abelian ideal. It has been 
known l

-4 that out of the xI" wand the second-order Casi~ 
mir operator >Itk = tM~~~v of k(n) one can build the n 
dim IF operators 

(2.1) 

which are elements of the enveloping algebra of ik(n). 
We can verify that together with the generators of ken), 
they close into a k(n, 1) algebra [so(n, 1), u(n,l), and 
sp(n, 1), respectively, in the last two cases, though, one 
has to add6 to the former set the commutator between 
two operators (2.1), producing u(l) and sp(l) subalge
bras which commute with the original compact ones]. 

We now introduce the action of the algebra k(n) on a 
set of mn-vectors xI"" (a = 1, ... ,m). Such vectors can 
be taken as orthonormal since k (n) commutes with the 
vector space scalar product X I" "x" a*. We introduce the 
constraints 

(2.2) 

Such a choice of vectors can be conv~niently thought of 
as an n x m rectangular matrix which is a submatrix of 
the nX n matrix self-representation of the Lie group gen
erated by k(n). Equation (2.2) represents ~m(m -1) 
xdim IF + m restrictions since x~x~* = (x~x~*)* and x~x~* 
is real. The number of independent components of the 
matrix x is thus m[(n - Mm -1}) dim IF -1]. The nm dim 
IF quantities xI" "w, however, can form the generators of 
an Abelian algebra which, when added in semidirect sum 
to k (n) produces what we shall call the imk (n) algebra. 
Our algorithm now generalizes (2. 1) in constructing the 
operators 

(2.3) 

Moreover, building the commutators [M~,n+'" M~:n+a], we 
see that we still obtain some extra operators M::~,n+a 
which close onto a k(m) algebra commuting with the ori
ginal k(n), and all of these, together with (2.3) form a 
k(n, m) algebra. The free parameter T, it has to be 
noted, must be the same for all M~,n+" (i. e., it cannot 
have indices Il, a, or w), or the resulting operators will 
not close onto an algebra of finite dimension. We will 
now write the results for the classical groups consider
ed, using for consistency the relations as presented in 
Ref. 7. 

B. im [so(n) $ so(m)) => so (n,m) 

The generators of so(n) are MI"v with the commutation 
relations 21 

with gl"v= 0l"V for Il," = 1, ... ,n. The generators of the 
normal Abelian subalgebra are x 1"" (a = 1, ... ,m) satis
fying (2. 2) and 
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(2.5) 

Our deformation algorithm (2.3) now takes the form 

MI',n+,,=t[>Itso'x~] + Tx~=x~Mvl' + (- t[n -1] + T)X~. (2.6) 

Moreover, the commutator of two of the generators 
(2.6) will bring in the generators 

(2.7) 

which close onto an so(m) algebra and commute with the 
M I" v' S verifying that (2. 6), (2. 7), and the M I" v' S satisfy 
(2.4) with gn+",n+a= -O"a (O:,tl=l, ••. ,m). Furthermore, 
one can show that the so(m) subalgebra of generators 
(2.7) acts on the column indices of x~ as 

(2.8) 

i. e., as a vector with respect to the upper index. Notice 
that (2.5) and (2.8), however, have opposite signs. This 
will be shown in the next section to correspond to group 
actions from left and right. 

C. im [urn) $u(m)] =>u(n,m) 

It is convenient to deal with the "complex" form of 
the generators of u(n) given by C I"V with the commutation 
relations 

[CI"V' Cpa]=gvpCI"a-gl"aCpv' (2.9) 

The Abelian generators are zI"" and zI" ,,* satisfying 
(2.2) in its form zl' "z/* = o"a and 

(2. 10) 

(2.11) 

forming the imu(n) algebra. The Casimir operator >It. 
= - 2C I' vC VI' now leads us to write (2. 3) in the form 

CI',n+" = H >It.,z~] + T' z~= - z~C"v + (- tn + T')z~, (2.12a) 

Cn+", I' = - H >Itu , z~*] + T'*z~* = - z~*CVI' + (tn + T'*)z~*, 

(2. 12b) 

and out of the commutators of (2.12) we find 

(2.13) 

which together with (2.12) and the CI"v' s, close onto 
urn, m) with the commutator (2.9). Again we see that 
the z~ and z~* transform as vectors with respect to the 
upper index under (2.13), i. e. , 

[Cn+",n+a,z~]=o""Z! , 

[Cn+",n+a, z',:"] = - OayZ~*. 

(2. 14a) 

(2. 14b) 

Writing z~=x~O+iX~1 and z~*=x~o-ix:1, the "real" 
form of the urn, m) generators can be written as 

~b= Cab - Cba , 

M~b= -i{Cab +Cba ), 

(2. 15a) 

(2. 15b) 

for a, b = 1, ... ,n + m. We can see that the results for 
the so(n,m) algebra become a special case of those of 
the urn, m) algebra when we consider the subset of MO' s. 
Indeed, in the form (2.15) the u(n,m) subalgebra of 
sp(n, m) will become apparent in the next subsection. 
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D. im [sp(n) $sp(m)] ~sp(n,m) 

As the symplectic algebra is not as well known as the 
other two classical algebras, we refer the reader to Ref. 
7 where the explicit form of the generators is given. 
There are two isomorphic sets which we denote by 
{~v,M~:} and {~v,M~~} (i= 1,2,3), which correspond 
to left and right action with respect to quaternion multi
plication. The commutation relations of the sp{n) gener
ators are 

[~ M'" ]-g M'" _g MW +g MW _g MW ILV' PC! - vp,..a ,..p va va p,.. 1Lct""PV' 

[M~v, M~a] =gvpM~. - g ILpM~. - gv,/d!,.. + glL,/d!v, 

(2.16a) 

(2. 16b) 

[M~v,M~.]= -gvpM~.-g,..p~a+gva~,.. +g,..~v (no sum), 

(2. 16c) 

. [M~v,M!a]=EiJk(gvpM~a+g,..pM~.+gv.M:1L +g,..,/d!v)' (2. 16d) 

The normal Abelian subalgebra is generated by x~'" sat
isfying (2.2) which, componentwise, yields X~wA~w=O"B 
and - XOl0;cBi + XOlI XBO _ E XOli:>!:k = 0 The semidirect sum 

,..,.. IL,.. Ii k IL IL • 

algebra imsp (n) is given by (2.18) plus 

[~ xOlw] - 0 x"'" 0 x"'" 
,."", P - ""'.IJ. - IJ.P II :' 

[M~"v,x:O]=±(ovpX~1 - 0ILPx~i), 

[M~"v,X~i]='f(ovpx~o+ 0ILPX~O) (no sum), 

[M~"v,x~i] = Eijk(OV~~k + 0 ILPX~k). 

For this case, the algorithm (2.3) takes the form 

M~~n+Ol= M>I1:p,X~i]+ TX~i 

=X~i~1L 'fx~oM~~ +EIJkX~JMe~ 

(2. 17a) 

(2.17b) 

(2.17c) 

(2. 17d) 

(2. 18a) 

+ (- 2n -1 + T)X~i, (2. 18b) 

and again, from their commutators we extract 

+ (±x~Oxel 'f xlL"ixeO - EiJkX~j ~k)M,.."v, (2. 19a) 

M!!Ol,n+B= (x~Oxel-x~l~oHIJkX~Jxek)~v 

± (x~OxeO - x~j xeJ )M~"v 

+ (±[x~kxel + x~lxek] - Elik[X~OXeJ + x~j xeO])M~~, 

(2. 19b) 

which after some calculation can be seen to close, to
gether with (2.21) and the M:v's, onto sp(n,m). More
over, the Sp (m) subalgebra generated by (2. 19) trans
forms the x~'" as 

[M~+",n+B'~W]= - (oBrX~w - O"1X~w), 

[M!!Ol,n+B,~O]=±(0BrX~1 -O"1~i), 

[M~!",n+B,X~i]='f(OB1X~O-oOl1X~O) (no sum), 

[M!!",n+B,X~J]= -Eljk(0BrX~k - Oa1X~k), 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

(2.20c) 

(2.20d) 

i. e., as the M" s on the column indices, acting from 
the opposite side, tensor- and quaternionwise, on the 
rectangular matrix x~. 

It should be noticed that throughout this section we 
have never used any explicit realization of the algebra 
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generators as operators on a homogeneous space. The 
only restriction has been that in each case we have only 
one continuous parameter T, i. e. , we can deform only 
along one direction. 

III. MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we shall discuss representations of the 
groups K{n,m) whose infinitesimal generators corre
spond to the Lie algebra representations presented in 
the last section. Rather than integrate directly these re
presentations, we construct multiplier representations 
of K(n,m) over the compact homogeneous space X 
={x~ E IF : x~x!= o ",a} by generalizing the projective trans
formations on spheres used previously16, 17 for SO(n, 1) 
and U(n, 1) to projective transformations on X. Since 
such transformations will map X into itself, we are as
sured of the boundedness of the representations. Then 
by an appropriate choice of multiplier functions we ob
tain unitary representations. We then find the infini
tesimal generators by the usual one-parameter subgroup 
method and it is seen that these correspond precisely to 
the formal representations of the Lie algebras k(n,m) 
obtained through the deformation procedure of the pre
vious section. 

A. The group action 

Given a realization of a compact classical group K(n) 
of general element g by an nXn matrix g= IlglLvli, gIL v E 

IF the action of K(n) on the space of infinitely differen
tiable functions over the homogeneous space X can be 
written as 

(3.1a) 

In the case when the field is the noncommutative quater
nion field Q, we have the possibility of a related though 
distinct action7 

,.<*) 
F(x~)- F(X~g;lv*) (3.1b) 

which is still from the left tensorwise, but from the 
right quaternionwise. The action (3.1a) for Sp(n) is gen
erated by the set of operators {M~v,M~:}, while (3.1b) is 
generated by {M~v,M~-v}' For the SO(n) groups (3.1a) and 
(3.1b) are the same and for U(n) we have the complex 
conjugate representation of the group, an involutive auto
morphism of the algebra given by M~v - - M~v' Only for 
Sp(n) is it .necessary to explicitly point out the 
difference. 

In our case there are m orthonormal n-vectors form
ing an n x m rectagular matrix x satisfying (2. 2). Con
sider first the vector x~. Equation (2.2) says it has to 
lie on the unit sphere S:;"1" Now, x~ is orthogonal to it, 
and thus constrained to lie on an S:;"2 sphere orthogonal 
to x~. We follow the process up to x: and thus find that 
the space X is isomorphic with the product of the m 
spheres S:;"l1)9 S:;"21)9 ••• 1)9 S:; -m' This is also isomorphic 
to the homogeneous space K{n - m)\ K(n) since a point 
(xo): = 0 IL Ol has K(n - m) as its stability subgroup. The 
measure d/J.(x) on X is induced by the Haar measure of 
K(n) and is thus invariant under the action (3.1), the 
metric-preserving group of the manifold of K(n). The 
transformations (3.1) can thus be called rigid. 
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B. Nonrigid transformations 

The boost elements of the group K(n, m), whose gen
erators will be shown to be the noncompact operators 
(2.3) [concretely (2.6), (2.12), and (2.18)], are seen to 
produce nonrigid transformations of the space X, i. e. , 
d/J.(x) is not invariant under the general K(n,m) action 
and a multiplier function is needed to obtain unitary re
presentations. 13,14 Furthermore, the multiplier is gen
erated by the inliomogeneous part of the M~, n +" ' s, i. e. , 
additive terms in x~w with no derivative operators. 
Hence we obtain unitary representations of K(n, m) in 
the form 

G 
F(x) - Ta(G)F(x)= /J.a(x, G)F(x' (x, G», (3.2a) 

where G E K(n, m) given by its (n + m)X (n + m) matrix 
representation G and, as will be shown in Secs. III. E 
to III. G. 

(1= - Hn + m)dimIF + 1 + ip, p real, (3.2b) 

and the action of the group on X, x' (x,G), will be given 
explicitly in Sec. III. D. Furthermore, as will be shown 
in Sec. III. F, the multiplier function /J.,,(x, G) enters into 
the Jacobian of the nonrigid transformation as 

d/J.(x') I 12 
J =- d/J.(X) = lJ.a(x, G) . (3.3) 

C. The other rigid transformations in K(n,m) 

The compact generators M:+".n+~ produced out of com
muting the operators (2.3) which close onto the k(m) 
subalgebra of k(n,m) [concretely (2.7), (2.13), and 
(2.19)] will be seen to correspond to the infinitesimal 
generators of a compact K(m) subgroup of K(n,m). It 
was shown in Sec. II that these generators transform the 
upper index of the x~ in the same way (with opposite 
sign) as the original ken) algebra. We let the group ac
tion of K(m) on the rectangular matrix x be from the 
right, i. e. , 

F(x~) !!... F(x~h8")' (3.4a) 

where h=lIh"a" is the mXm matrix realization of hE 
K(m) and, in the case when the x' sand h's belong to the 
noncom mutative field Q, we have corresponding to the 
action (3.1b) 

IX h(*) * 
F(x,.)-F(h8"~)' (3.4b) 

for which the measure on X is again invariant and the 
transformations (3.4), therefore, rigid. Here we shall 
work only with the action (3. 1a) and correspondingly 
(3.4a). The actions (3.1b)~(3. 4b) do not bring in any 
fundamentally new features. 

The space X "'K(n - m)\K(n) is also isomorphic to a 
homogeneous space of the deformed group K(n,m) which 
is elucidated in the Iwasawa decomposition15 K(n, m) 
"'[K(n) 0 K(m)] AN, where A is an Abelian subgroup form
ed by m commuting boosts and N is a nilpotent subgroup. 
Now the stability sybgroup of the point (xo):::= 5 jL OJ can be 
shown12 to be H = KAN, where 

K::=(K6
m

) K'(~-m) ~ ). 
o 0 K(m) 

We can thus write X "'K(n - m)\K(n) "'H\K(n, m). 
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D. General transformations of the homogeneous space 

We shall now give explicitly the boost action (3.2) on 
the n x m rectangular matrix space X, generalizing the 
projective transformations used in Refs. 16 and 17 to 
matrix form. Split the matrix realization of GEK(n,m) 
as 

(3.5) 

where g and hare nXn and mXm submatrices which 
contain the K(n) and K(m) subgroups of K(n,m) and band 
b are rectangular nXm and mXn matrices. We propose 
the action of G on X to be given by 

G -X - x' = (g(-l)X + b(-t) )(b(-Ux + h(-l) r 1 (3.6) 

where g(-l), ••• ,h(-ll are the submatrices of G-l in the 
decomposition (3.5). We emphasize that g(-U , ••• ,h(-t) 
are not the inverses of the submatrices g, ... ,h. 

The action (3.6) is seen to give the correct composi
tion law F(x"(x'(x, G1), G2» =F(x'(x, G1G2» and reduce to 
the action .(3.1a) and (3. 4a) when G E K(n) and K(m), re
spectively. Moreover, it can be verified that (3.6) pre
serves the restricti( 's (2.2) and hence maps the space 
X onto itself. Now consider an infinitesimal transforma
tion through 

G.' hr, «<', wh.,e r~~ :) 

The action on X is then given by 

x' (x, 1 + Er) "'x - €(yx + f3 - X11- xix). (3.7) 

It can be finally verified, after some computation, that 
the infinitesimal generators M in F(x' (x, 1 + Er» 
= (11- EM)F(x) are exactly the homogeneous part of the 
generators of K(n, m) found by the deformation process 
in Sec. II when we use the explicit forms7 

M~v= x,.awo:w _ x~wo~", 

M~'v= ±(x~lo~O +X~io~O _X~Oo~i _X~Oo~i) 

- Eijk (x: j 
O:k + x~j a ~k), 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

where o~w=-%x~w. We have the freedom to add to the 
generators (3.8) a spin part induced by the subgroup 
K(n - m), the centralizer of the boosts. These would 
arise if we consider tensor-valued functions over the 
coset space X. 

E. The multiplier function 

The inhomogeneous part of the boost generators is ob
tained when we consider the full representation (3.2) 
with the multiplier function 

(3.9) 

where the determinant symbol DET of an m X m matrix 
A of in general noncommuting quaternionic elements A",a 
is to be taken as the ordinary determinant of a 2m x 2m 
matrix constructed representing the quaternions in
volved as 2 x 2 submatrices A~v(1a - iA~v(1k> where Uk are 
the Pauli matrices and (10= 1. This construction can also 
be used for the real and complex cases where we have 
A~v for w =- 0 and w 0,1. In these two cases DET A 
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= I det A I 2. Notice that the trace of such a matrix is 
TR A=2A~I-" 

In order to show that (3.9) is the correct multiplier, 
one can verify the corresponding composition law 
j..L (x, Gi)j..L (x'(x, Gi ), G2) = j..L (x, Gi G2) while j..L (x, Gj» = 1 when 
GoE K(n) <81 K(m) and thus for the group identity. Notice 
also that due to (3.6), (3.9) cannot be zero. Again, the 
consideration of infinitesimal transformations yields for 
the multiplier function in (3.2) 

j..La(x,l + Er) ""[DET (1 - E[;9x + 11])]a/2 

""1 - ~m:TR (;9x + 11)= 1 - oe(~)~o<' (3.10) 

Consideration of a particular infinitesimal boost given 
by one ~"" = 1 and all others zero, shows that the coeffi
cient of E is ax~, which is precisely the inhomogeneous 
part of all boost generators seen in the last section with 

a= - -Hn + l)dimIF + 1 + T. (3.11) 

F. The transformation Jacobian 

Having found the multiplier function j..La(x,G) in (3.2), 
we shall show that the Jacobian function (3.3) is closely 
related to it. Instead of starting directly with the trans
formation (3.6), it will prove easiest to show that the 
infinitesimal Jacobian has a form related to (3.10). 

First notice that not all x~w' s are independent, but 
obey the restrictions (2.2). We start, therefore, with 
nm dimIF independent quantities Y~W which are made to 
undergo the transformation (3.6) induced by the x' s. We 
shall show that the transformation Jacobian J' =0 (Y')I 
o (y) is equal to (3.3). Indeed, parametrize Y~W through 
(i) the in general quaternionic quantities rO<B=Y~Y~* of 
which there are im (m - 1 )dim IF + m independent compo
nents r.::B' Since r 0<8= rt 0< while rao< is real, (ii) the in
dependent parameters in x~w chosen so that they satisfy 
(2.2) and which can. be written in terms of the quater
nionic Euler angles. 22 Now, the Jacobian J' is indepen
dent of the r a8 since they are invariant under K(n, m) 
transformations. Hence J' only depends on the x~w and 
is thus the Jacobian J in (3.3). 

The explicit calculation of the infinitesimal J' =J pro
ceeds rather easily: From (3.6) we find y' (y, 1 + Er) and 
of these we need only the diagonal elements oy'~wloy~w 
(no sum). The Jacobian then reduces to 

J "" 1- E[ (n + m)dimIF - 2]TR(~)0 (3.12) 

which is directly comparable with (3.10) and (3.11), and 
assures us the form (3.3). 

G. Unitary representations of K(n,m) on X 

We can obtain unitary representations of the group 
K(n, m) on the space of infinitely differentiable func
tions23 over X ""K(n - m"K(n) completing then with re
spect to the norm induced by the inner product 

(3.13) 

when we introduce the group action through the oper
ators Ta(G) as in (3.2). The choice of a complete and 
orthonormal set of functions {cI>n(x)} on X allows the con
struction of the representation matrix elements as 

(3.14) 
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Due to the relation between the multiplier function and 
the transformation Jacobian, for 

T=-!-(m-l)dimIF+ip, preal, (3.15) 

the representations are unitary, i. e., (Ta(G)Fu 
T'(G)F2)x= (Ft>F2 )x. They correspond to a principal de
generate series of representations 22•24 of K(n,m) char
acterized by the value of a given by (3.2b). Had we used 
the freedom allowed by the addition of a "spin" part to 
the generators, our functions F would be tensor-valued 
and the inner product (3.13) would include an inner pro
duct in an additional finite-dimensional vector space. In 
this way we can describe less degenerate representa
tions where the additional labels are induced by the sub
group K(n - m), This in no way hinders our construction 
since K(n -m) is the boosts' centralizer in K(n)<8IK(m). 

IV. CONTRACTIONS 

A. Of the algebra 

The representations of the algebras ken, m) in Sec. II 
can be labelled by ken, m )T' By a contraction of these re
presentations we mean to divide some of the generators 
by T and let I TI - 00. It is then seen that we can effect 
essentially two kinds of contractions, one with respect 
to the ken) subalgebra considering M~", T'lM:. n+a , and 
T'lM:;'+". n+8 and letting I T I - 00, thereby contracting 
k(n,m) back to im[k(n)E&O], where 0 denotes the identity 
representation of k(m). Another contraction considers 
M: v , T'lM:. n+", and M:;'+o<,n+8 for I TI - 00 [i. e., with re
spect to the k(n)E&k(m) subalgebra]. In this case we ob
tain an im[k(n)E&k(m)] algebra where the boost generators 
x~ transform as vectors with respect to the lower index 
under ken) and with respect to the upper index under 
k(m). 

B. Of the group 

The contraction of the representations of K(n,m) given 
by (3.2) proceeds through considering group transforma
tions G(E) approaching the identity for E - 0 in the boost 
elements and letting the representation parameter p - 00 

such that Ep = ~, a finite number. As regards the boost 
generators, the group action (3. 6) colapses to the iden
tity while the multiplier function in (3.2) becomes, using 
(3.10), 

lim j..La(x,G(E) ""lim [1- 2E(ix)~,,]IP/2= exp[ - iH~)~a], 
<-0 <-0 

(4.1 ) 

thus the boost action in the direction (j..L, a) becomes 
multiplication by exp(- i~x~) and the group contracts to 
l'"[K(n)<8I K(m)]. 
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